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Vision is one of the finest gifts to man. However, when problems do crop up, they can reduce or
retard oneâ€™s power of sight. These problems include aging, genetic problems, negligence, injury,
disease. One of the problems can be refractive error. In case of such vision issues one can become
near sighted or farsighted.

Modern advancements have also introduced disposable contact lenses giving enormous freedom to
the users in terms of negligible weight. Further, contact lenses are also loved by most of the users
as they do not change oneâ€™s appearance.  However, since both the normal lenses (as used in
glasses) and contact lenses comes with individual disadvantages. Both make one dependent on an
appendage right from the time one wakes up in the morning. However, there is technique through
which you can get rid of this dependency. Lasik eye surgery in Delhi is the best option available.

Lasik eye surgery as carried out in Delhi is blade free. There is no cut, no blood, no shock and no
heat caused by this process. One of the added advantages is that you can undergo Lasik with free
accommodation facility. Lasik is an abbreviation of Laser Assisted In-situ Keratomileusis. This is the
commonest procedure using laser and can correct several optical defects. The actual procedure
takes only a few minutes and will positively change your life.

The Lasik eye surgery that is carried out in Delhi is also known as IntraLase procedure. This is one
of the most advanced procedures and a very common option available for carrying out eye surgery
with the help of laser. Even creation of flap on the cornea can also be carried out with the use of
laser with infrared beam. This procedure has the potential to give the patient a vision better than
what he/she may have had with glasses or contact lenses. This includes night vision capabilities.

Finally, if you head to Visual Aids Centre, Delhi you can take advantage of Lasik with free
accommodation. Best of care and personalized attention is guaranteed here. Give the organization
a chance and you will certainly not regret on your decision.
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Myself webmaster of Visual Aids Centre (http://www.visualaidscentre.com/)- A Lasik Eye Surgery
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